MUSIC HALL: THE HOTTEST LIVE ENTERTAINMENT VENUE AT SEA
Quantum Class Presents Two Decks of Cutting-Edge Music and Themed Events
MIAMI – A performance hall and the hottest music venue on the Quantum class of
ships, Music Hall is the ultimate place for guests to enjoy intimate and exclusive
access to live performances, DJs, theme night parties, billiards and more, all
showcased in a state-of-the-art setting. During the day, the venue offers multiple
activities ranging from dance classes to improv workshops, while at night, Music Hall
comes alive as the heart of the ship’s music scene.
Rebellious and edgy in design, Music Hall’s two stories, spanning Decks 3 and
4, is inspired by the spirit of rock and roll. The décor is deep in rich tones with touches
of leather and mirrors. A tufted wall features glowing LED buttons, long red velvet
draperies accented with chains and tassels, and distinctive furniture round out the
baroque-inspired space, with a massive chandelier serving as the centerpiece on the
upper level. With live music in mind, Music Hall is purposely designed for
unobstructed views of a raised main stage, creating optimal views from any area,
including the balconies on a mezzanine level.
Music Hall will be open daily and offers two full-service bars with seating, one
on each level. The upper level features multiple self-leveling billiard tables offering
delicious light bar fare in the evenings.
Additional details about dining, entertainment and other unexpected features and
amenities on Quantum of the Seas will be unveiled in the coming months.
Royal Caribbean International is an award-winning global cruise brand with a
40-year legacy of innovation and introducing industry firsts never-before-seen at sea.
The cruise line features an expansive and unmatched array of features and amenities
only found on Royal Caribbean including, jaw-dropping Broadway-style entertainment
and industry-acclaimed programming that appeals to families and adventurous
vacationers alike. Owned by Royal Caribbean Cruises Ltd. (NYSE/OSE: RCL), the
cruise line sails 21 of the world’s most innovative cruise ships to the most popular

destinations in the Caribbean, Europe, Alaska, South America, the Far East and
Australia and New Zealand. World-renowned for its friendly and engaging Gold Anchor
Service, delivered by every staff and crew member, Royal Caribbean has been voted
“Best Cruise Line Overall” for 10 consecutive years in the Travel Weekly Readers’
Choice Awards.
(more)
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Media can stay up-to-date by following @RoyalCaribPR on Twitter, and visiting
RoyalCaribbeanInternationalPR.tumblr.com and RoyalCaribbeanPressCenter.com.
Travel professionals should go to Cruisingpower.com; or call (800) 327-2056; and
follow Facebook.com/VickiLovesTravelAgents. For additional information or to make
reservations, vacationers should call their travel agent; visit RoyalCaribbean.com; or
call (800) ROYAL-CARIBBEAN. Follow us on Facebook at
Facebook.com/RoyalCaribbean or on Twitter @RoyalCaribbean.
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